WETSUIT HIRE
HOWL Multisport are happy to offer wetsuit hire on a session by session basis.
We currently don’t offer season or monthly hire, Please be aware size are limited and your size may not
always be available. We advise booking in advance
For more detail and booking enquiries contact steve@howl-multisports.co.uk
Cost:

Blue Seventy Sprint or similar
Blue Seventy Fusion or similar
Aquasphere RAGE (Kids)

£7.00 per session
£9.00 per session
£6.00 per session

Please note: Your wetsuit will be inspected upon being returned. As per the wetsuit control form, we
expect your suit to be returned in the same condition as it was when you collected it, if any damage has
been incurred you will be asked to pay for the repair/replacement. We expect our swimmers not to urinate
in our suits. Tab test will take place on return or the suit fails the test you will be charged for cleaning of the
suit
Cost:

Minor repair £6.00
Major repair or Zip replacement at cost.
Cleaning £5.00

Sprint Beginners Wetsuit
The sprint suit has been engineered to represent all that is needed in a wetsuit for a swimmer's initial
forway into the open water. Coated arm panels and 4 way stretch underarms, the Sprint gives swimmers
the initial confidence and buoyancy they need.
Features of the blueseventy Sprint Wetsuit Flexibility: Large oversize high stretch underarm gussets provide freedom of movement in the swim stroke
Comfort: We're globally renown for our wetsuit fit, and years of experience has gone into making the sprint
comfortable, so you can concentrate on swimming and not what your wearing
Anatomical Leg Cut: Shaped lower leg allows quicker exit from suit
Lowered Collar: A curved closure flap reduced rear collar height improving comfort and reducing chaffing
Textured Forearms: The mesh skin forearms improve grip and feel for the water
Buoyancy: Central buoyancy panel for improved body position
Fusion Intermediate wetsuit
The Fusion suit is designed to offer the best blend of flexibility, durability and comfort offering a high degree
of perceived value for any price conscious customer The fusion suit uses the Axis pattern from 2010-11 as
the basis for this suit. The predominate placement of buoyancy is in the lower body, helping less technical
swimmers position themselves better for efficiency..
Features of the blueseventy Fusion Wetsuit
Lowered Collar: Blueseventy's curved closure flap reduces collar height improving comfort and reducing
chaffing
Quick exit legs: 2mm A-Flex material located in a quick exit panel at the back of the leg improves
transition times
A-Grip Panels: A textured forearm print onto our high stretch jersey allows the swimmer extra feel for the
water and additional grip in the propulsion phase of the stroke
The Rage Junior Wetsuit features the essential elements for a performance open water wetsuit providing
junior athletes with a comfortable fit, warmth, flexibility and buoyancy for increased enjoyment and
performance on race day Sizes 10y 12y 14y (note: very limited stock)

